
Voicemail Script

Representative:

Hi                                      , 

This is                                       with                                       .

I’m calling because                                       . I’m sorry I didn’t get a chance to speak with 
you directly, but I’d love to set aside some time next week to discuss how we've 
helped companies just like yours benefit from                                                            by 
utilizing our                                       .

You can reach me at                                       . I understand you are busy, so if I don’t hear 
from you I will follow up by                                      .

I look forward to hearing from you. Have a great day! Bye.



Representative:

Hi                                      , 

This is                                       from                                       .

I’m happy I was able to reach you this time. I wanted to follow up on the voicemail 
I sent                                      . Is this a good time to chat for a moment?

Prospect:

(Prospect agrees to chat)

Representative:

Great. I briefly mentioned it in my earlier message, but we are a                                       
company that focuses on                                       . Our                                       gives you the 
benefits of                                                            .

I’d love to show you more with a quick                                       . Are you available
                                       so that I may show you the                                       and see if it’s
a good fit?

Voicemail Follow-up Script



Appointment Setting Script

Representative:

Hi                                       , 

This is                                       from                                       .

We haven’t had a chance to talk directly yet, but I saw that your company is one 
of the top providers of                                       , and I wanted to quickly share ways 
we’ve helped other businesses similar to yours. Is this an OK time to chat
for a minute?

Prospect:

(Prospect agrees to chat)

Representative:

Great. So, we are a                                       company that focuses on                                       . 
Our                                       gives you the benefits of                                                            .

I’d love to show you more with a quick                                       . Are you available
                                      so that I may show you the                                       and see if it’s
a good fit?



Referral Script

Representative:

Hi                                       ,

This is                                       from                                       .

Referral Scenario:                                        told me to reach out as they mentioned you 
were having trouble with                                       .

Mutual Connection Scenario: I saw that we were both good friends with
                                      , so I wanted to make a direct introduction. Is this a good time
to talk for a minute?

Prospect:

(Prospect agrees to chat)

Representative:

Excellent. So, we are a                                       firm that specializes in                                       , 
which your company could undoubtedly benefit from. You can enjoy
                                                           thanks to our                                       .

I’d love to show you more with a quick                                        . Are you available
                                      so that I may show you the                                       and see if it’s
a good fit?



Promotion Call Script

Representative:

Hi                                       , 

This is                                       from                                       .

I haven’t gotten the chance to reach out yet for an introduction, but I want to let 
you know about a special offer we are currently promoting for                                       .

We are                                                                              to help businesses like your own
                                      .

Is this something you are interested in learning more about?

Prospect:

(Prospect expresses interest)

Representative:

Great. If you could give me the best email address to reach you, I'll send you all the 
information regarding the                                       as well as a link to                                       to 
get things started. 



Gatekeeper Call Script

Representative:

Hi there, 

My name is                                       and I’m calling from                                       .

I was hoping you could direct me to the right contact.

I’m trying to connect with someone who manages your                                       . Do you 
know who that might be?

I'm attempting to get in touch with the person who                                                                  .
Do you have any idea who that may be?

Gatekeeper:

(Gatekeeper names person)

Excellent. If I could, I'd  like to try to get in touch with them. Are you able to 
forward me, by any chance?



Discovery Call Script

Representative:

Hi                                       , 

How have you been?

Lead:

(Lead responds)

Representative:

That’s great to hear. I wanted to thank you for taking the time to speak with me 
today. I'm excited to find out more information about you and your company.

        How’s that been going so far?First off, I noticed

Other questions to ask:

• What are the biggest challenges you are facing in your current role?
• What solutions or tools are you currently using to help with those challenges?
• Are you trying to find a solution that will help you solve those problems?



Warm Call Script

Representative:

Hi                                       , 

This is                                       from                                       , I sent you a                                       last 
week. Did you get a chance to read it?

Prospect:

(Prospect responds)

Representative:

(Respond accordingly to prospect’s answer)

The reason I                                       , and am now calling, is that I wanted to talk to you 
about                                       and what it can do for someone in your position. Is now a 
good time to chat?

Prospect:

(Prospect agrees to chat)

Representative:

Great. As I mentioned in my previous message, we are a                                        firm 
that specializes in                                        , which I believe your company could 
undoubtedly benefit from. 

You can enjoy                                                            thanks to our                                       . 

I’d love to show you more with a quick                                       . Are you available
                                      so that I may show you the                                       and see if it’s
a good fit?



Post Interaction Call Script

Representative:

Hi                                       , 

This is                                       from                                       . How’s your day going?

Lead:

(Lead responds)

Representative:

That’s great to hear! So, based on what I gathered from our previous
                                      , our                                       is a great fit for your organization’s needs.

I want to move us on to the next phase in the process. To give you a thorough 
grasp of our service and price details, we often                                                        .

Is this something you are ready for?



Last Call Attempt Script

Representative:

Hi                                       , 

This is                                       from                                       . 

I realize                                                                                                     , but I wanted to make one 
more attempt to get in touch with you in case you missed my previous messages.

Based on                                                                                       , you                                      
                our                                      due to                                       .

Please give me a call back at                                       at your convenience and let me 
know what we can do to move forward with this.

I look forward to hearing back from you soon.

Have a great day! Bye.
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